RET IN CHEMISTRY 2022
Advancing Chemistry Research by Integrating Green Chemistry and Science Policy
Application Deadline - May 20, 2022

This research experience for teachers (RET) is part of an NSF-funded research experience for undergraduates (REU) program that provides a unique interdisciplinary research experience combining environmental and green chemistry with science policy. Participants will conduct research projects with a focus on solving fundamental problems related to either green and environmental chemistry or sustainability, and help with education undergraduates on K-12 education in the STEM fields.

Program Details
- 5-week program: Flexible dates over the summer of 2022
- $5,500 stipend
- Support for commuting to GW
- Research experience in exciting new areas
- Support in transferring green and environmental chemistry concepts to the classroom

Apply at http://blog.gwu.edu/ccas-chemistryreu

For questions or further information -
Email - chemistryreu@gwu.edu
Website - http://blog.gwu.edu/ccas-chemistryreu